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THE TERROR PRESIDENCY: LAW AND JUDGMENT INSIDE
THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION1
REVIEWED BY MAJOR BRIAN P. GAVULA2
The Terror Presidency’s most fundamental challenge is
to establish adequate trust with the American people to
enable the President to take the steps needed to fight an
enemy that the public does not see and in some respects
cannot comprehend.3
In July 2004, Jack Goldsmith4 resigned as Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Counsel (OLC), less than ten months after
assuming that position.5 During his brief tenure as the “chief advisor . . .
about the legality of presidential actions,”6 Goldsmith wrestled with
some of the most important and controversial issues surrounding the war
on terror: the applicability of the Geneva Conventions to Iraqi
insurgents,7 the Terrorist Surveillance Program,8 and, most famously, the
interrogation policy.9 To his utter astonishment, Goldsmith concluded
within two months of taking office that several OLC opinions authored
by his predecessors were “deeply flawed”10 and that consequently, “some
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of our most important counterterrorism policies rested on severely
damaged legal foundations.”11 In the following months, against the
backdrop of a terrorist threat level “that was more frightening than at any
time since 9/11,”12 Goldsmith’s efforts to place the Bush administration’s
antiterrorism policies on a more firm legal footing would inexorably
place him “on a collision course with powerful figures in the
administration,”13 ultimately leading to his resignation.
In The Terror Presidency: Law and Judgment Inside the Bush
Administration, Jack Goldsmith describes the insular practices,
unprecedented pressures, and peculiar philosophies of presidential power
that shaped the Bush administration’s counterterrorism policies
following the terrorist attacks of 9/11. While it may disappoint readers
expecting either a chronological, blow-by-blow account of the debates in
President Bush’s inner circle or a legalistic issue-by-issue rebuttal to
former OLC lawyer John Yoo’s14 War by Other Means,15 The Terror
Presidency is nonetheless an informative and worthwhile synthesis of
lessons learned from the Bush administration’s approach to the war on
terror. In both criticizing and defending this approach, Goldsmith first
examines the organizational structure and legal conditions that led to “the
surprisingly central and sometimes unfortunate role that lawyers played
in determining counterterrorism policy.”16 Using several representative
policy examples, he then skillfully contrasts the Bush presidency with
the “crisis presidencies”17 of Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt to
support his overall thesis: that in seeking to maximize the President’s
11
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formal power to do whatever he thought necessary to respond to the
terrorist threat, the Bush administration’s “go-it-alone”18 approach—
characterized by “minimal deliberation, unilateral action, and legalistic
defense”19—instead diminished the presidency’s informal power and
credibility.20
In the opening chapter, Goldsmith sets the stage for the prominence
of lawyers in post-9/11 policymaking by describing the OLC as an arm
of the Department of Justice empowered to issue legal opinions that are
“binding throughout the executive branch”21 and that, if reasonably relied
upon, effectively preclude subsequent prosecution.22 Thus, “[i]n an
administration bent on pushing antiterrorism efforts to the limits of the
law, OLC’s authority to determine those limits made it a frontline
policymaker in the war on terrorism.”23 While the OLC has a tradition of
giving “detached, apolitical legal advice,”24 Goldsmith recognizes the
reality that OLC lawyers usually are “philosophically attuned”25 to the
current administration, resulting in a role that is “something inevitably,
and uncomfortably, in between” that of a neutral court and a zealous
private attorney.26
Unfortunately for Jack Goldsmith, in October 2003 he took the helm
of an OLC which the administration expected to be more akin to the
latter. Goldsmith inherited a set of legal opinions largely authored by
former OLC deputy John Yoo,27 whose expansive view of unconstrained
presidential war powers pervaded these opinions and fell in line with
other like-minded individuals in the Bush administration, such as David
Addington, the Vice President’s Counsel.28 More dangerously, Yoo’s
18
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concept of executive power often caused his legal reasoning to go far
beyond what was necessary,29 reinforcing the administration’s go-italone approach. In fact, Goldsmith’s very first opinion as OLC head, in
which he determined that the Fourth Geneva Convention applied even to
Iraqi insurgents, was also the first time that the Bush administration had
been told “no” on its antiterrorism policies.30 Not surprisingly, he
encountered everything from puzzled disbelief by then-White House
Counsel Alberto Gonzales, to outright hostility by Addington, who
barked, “‘The President has already decided that terrorists do not receive
Geneva Convention protections. . . . You cannot question his
decision.’”31
After laying out the institutional backdrop for his first OLC opinion,
Goldsmith takes the first of several historical detours in order to examine
why his conclusion was accepted, albeit grudgingly, by an administration
used to getting its way. He traces the evolution from the predominantly
political constraints on presidential power that challenged Franklin
Roosevelt’s actions during World War II,32 to the legalization and
criminalization of warfare that plagued the Bush administration.33 Not
29
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only did the Bush administration worry about international law and the
threat of foreign courts exercising universal jurisdiction over U.S.
officials,34 but also it had to contend with a multitude of domestic
statutes, such as the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, the War
Crimes Act, and the Torture Statute.35 Goldsmith invokes the two
dominant forces that arose from this legal framework—the fear of tying
the President’s hands and the fear of prosecution by subsequent
administrations for its wartime decisions36—to explain, and to some
extent defend, the legalistic stance that many of the administration’s
policies took, which have caused them to be “criticized as a conspiracy
to commit a war crime.”37
The most infamous example of this notion of providing official cover
for potentially illegal acts is the so-called “torture memo” authored by
John Yoo on 1 August 2002,38 the withdrawal of which became the
legacy of Jack Goldsmith’s time as the head of OLC. In contrast to his
efforts to explain other policies, Goldsmith finally takes the gloves off.
He blasts Yoo’s opinion for defining “torture” too narrowly and for
looking to a statute authorizing health benefits, of all places, to explore
its contours.39 He further chastises Yoo for irresponsibly concluding,
without any basis in law, that any congressional regulation whatsoever of
the interrogation of detainees was an unconstitutional infringement on
the President’s authority as commander in chief.40 “In sum, on an issue
that demanded the greatest of care,” Goldsmith chides, “OLC’s analysis
of the law of torture . . . was legally flawed, tendentious in substance and
tone, and overbroad and thus largely unnecessary.”41 Unable to salvage
34
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its legal reasoning, Goldsmith officially withdrew the August 2002
opinion and tendered his resignation.42 While John Yoo has used the fact
that the separate opinions authorizing specific interrogation techniques
remained intact to argue that the withdrawal of the “torture memo” was
merely a political panic move in response to the Abu Ghraib scandal,43
Yoo’s stubborn defense of the opinions is widely condemned.44
The remainder of The Terror Presidency is devoted to advancing
Goldsmith’s thesis and providing a roadmap for future presidencies when
dealing with the terror threat. Acknowledging that the success in
preventing new attacks “has had the self-defeating effect of enhancing
public skepticism about the reality of the threat,”45 Goldsmith looks to
President Roosevelt’s strategy of gaining support for aiding Great Britain
despite the neutrality laws and despite the fact that most Americans did
not perceive the threat posed by Nazi Germany.46 Roosevelt’s success
illustrates the importance of educating the public on the nature of the
crisis, consulting widely with the press, Congress, and the political
opposition, and narrowly tailoring presidential actions taken on the edge
of legality to go no further than necessary.47 Goldsmith deftly applies
these lessons to the contemporary crisis. When the President finally
went to Congress in 2006 after the Supreme Court struck down its plan
for military commissions in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld,48 Congress gave the
President virtually everything he wanted, putting his policy on sound
constitutional footing.49 “Forcing Congress to assume joint responsibility
weakens presidential prerogatives to act unilaterally. But it strengthens
presidential power overall,”50 Goldsmith counsels. Even John Yoo,
while vehemently defending the legality of the go-it-alone approach,
nonetheless admits that the administration may have been better served
42
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by appealing to Congress and the public.51
Although it extracts valuable lessons from the Bush administration,
The Terror Presidency has its weaknesses. First, the book does not quite
live up to the expectations created by its marketing hook.
Notwithstanding a front cover that prominently features President
George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney and an inside cover
that states that the author’s job “was to advise President Bush,”52 Jack
Goldsmith was not a direct legal advisor to the President. His daily
interactions were not with the President and Vice President, but rather
with their lawyers:
Alberto Gonzales and David Addington,
respectively. Even with these surrogates, Goldsmith focuses on the
general themes that characterized the policy debates, at the expense of
detailing their views on specific issues. The quotes interspersed
throughout the book, while often dramatic, are more expressions of
emotion—Gonzales’s incredulity and Addington’s blustery anger—in
response to Goldsmith’s actions than real insights into their positions.
Moreover, Goldsmith barely mentions the roles that the State Department
and military lawyers played. Irrespective of its conclusions, Yoo’s War
by Other Means does a much better job of laying out the
counterterrorism policies in a logical order and describing the competing
viewpoints.
A second weakness of the book is that the author does not, or cannot,
fully deliver the inside look a reader may expect. Goldsmith concedes,
“Much of what I learned must remain hidden behind thick walls of
classified information . . . .”53 Consequently, he sometimes leaves the
reader wondering. For example, Goldsmith links an angry remark by
Addington that “‘the blood of the hundred thousand people who die in
the next attack will be on your hands’” only to “an important
counterterrorism initiative.”54 Likewise, after reading how Goldsmith
left intact the opinions authorizing specific interrogation techniques,55 the
reader is bound to wonder whether waterboarding, which has received
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considerable scrutiny in the press,56 was among those still-approved
techniques. More significantly, when Goldsmith excuses his own sixmonth delay in withdrawing the August 2002 torture opinion by stating
that it “wasn’t the most difficult or consequential of the flawed legal
opinions that needed fixing at the time,”57 the reader is not only forced to
take his word for it, but also left incredulous as to what could possibly be
worse. In fact, though Goldsmith “rescinded more OLC opinions than
any of [his] predecessors,”58 he neglects to list any others. The end result
is that many of the events that Goldsmith does discuss actually occurred
outside of his nine-month tenure. While his discussions of such matters
are very informative, they sometimes lack the insight and credibility of a
firsthand observer.59
These criticisms, however, belie the overall strength and value of
The Terror Presidency. Although Jack Goldsmith’s time as head of the
OLC was relatively brief, he was nonetheless a key figure in the struggle
between law and necessity in the early years of the war on terror, giving
him a unique perspective that few other authors could have. In fact,
several contemporary books on the subject cite Jack Goldsmith as their
authority.60 Moreover, the author’s status as a “conservative lawyer”
ideologically in tune with the Bush Administration’s goals61 lends added
import to his criticisms of its approach. Likewise, Goldsmith’s candor in
telling what went wrong bolsters his assertion that despite their mistakes,
all of the players in the administration, including Yoo and Addington,
were acting in good faith.62 Finally, since The Terror Presidency is more
a synthesis of lessons learned than a detailed account of how each policy
came to be, what the author has gleaned from the work of his
predecessors, as well as from his involvement in the still-secret debates
he cannot reveal, is just as important as what he can tell us firsthand.
The lessons abound. The war on terror requires “forward-looking
56
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problem solvers,” not “backward-looking rationalizers.”63 Lawyers
advising on national security issues must not let the pressures of events
and personalities overcome their reasoned judgment. They must explore
the limits of legality while realizing that “even blurry chalk lines
delineate areas that are completely out of bounds.”64 They must consult
widely when acting on the edges of the law and go no further than the
exigencies of the situation require. And they must be aware that there
are many more factors besides the law that make up sound policy, such
as “context of action, political support, credibility, and reputation.”65
Thus, though it may fall short of expectations in some respects, the
true value of The Terror Presidency lies not in the delivery of riveting
behind-the-scenes drama or formal legal arguments, but rather in
Goldsmith’s ability to reflect candidly on his experiences and synthesize
the lessons learned from the Bush administration into advice for the next
“terror presidency.” These lessons will give this book contemporary
relevance for the foreseeable future, especially as the Obama
administration formulates its own approach to the “war on terror.”
Moreover, the Terror Presidency will remain a valuable resource for
anyone, including Judge Advocates, involved in the application of the
law, or the development of policy, pertaining to national security.
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